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WELCOME
It doesn’t seem possible that we are nearly at the end of the
academic year. I am not sure where this year went! But, as
always you will see from this newsletter this term has been
packed with the usual rich variety of activities here at The
Gryphon School. We are very proud of the achievements of all
of our students and very grateful for the hard work of our staff
who encourage (and sometime cajole!) our young people to be
the very best that they can be. From Ten Tors to Youth Speaks
from Exeter to France our students have made the most of all the
opportunities that are provided for them. As I write final
preparations are being made for our Rights Respecting Schools
Week, the Lower School Drama Showcase, the Art and Design
Exhibition, Celebrations of Achievement and Sports Day –
ensuring that we are busy right until the last minute of term.

Uniform
facts and fantasy!

We are aware that there have been lots of rumours circulating that we are
planning to change the uniform; this is not the case. However, following
parental requests, we are planning to smarten up how the uniform looks by
giving more detailed guidelines on skirts and trousers. By now, our current
parents will have received an email with very clear guidelines and there are
also illustrations of what is expected on our website. We are asking that all our
families follow these guidelines when they are “back to school” shopping.
However, please be aware that some of the big fashion stores may label items
as “school uniform” which we consider unsuitable. It is far safer to purchase
items from school uniform shops and standard chains like Marks and Spencer.
If you have any queries please do not hesitate to contact us.

Staff Leavers
Sadly at this time of year we inevitably have to say
farewell to several members of staff. Tim Ovenden,
Deputy Headteacher, is leaving us after 10 years, having
made an exceptional contribution to the life of the
school. Several staff who were here when the School
was established are leaving after a lifetime of
commitment to The Gryphon and its predecessors. We
therefore say heartfelt thanks to Sue Thomas-Peter,
Martin Gunn and Chris Bladon. Jan Jackson,
Headteacher’s PA for 20 years, will be retiring and will
be sorely missed – Jan has been the encouraging, calm
voice at the end of the phone and in her office for staff
and parents alike!
The following staff are leaving The Gryphon this
summer and we wish them all the best for the future:
On June 1st 2017, following
months of preparation and
consultation The Gryphon School
became a founder member of the
Sherborne Area Schools’ Trust,
working in partnership with 6
local primary schools. At that
point Steve Hillier became
Executive Headteacher for the
Trust and I have taken on the role
of Headteacher at The Gryphon
for the coming year. I am looking
forward to working with all of our
young people, the staff, the
Governors, parents and the local
community to ensure that The
Gryphon provides the very best,
all round, education for the all of
the young people in our care.
Next term we particularly want to
focus on improving
communication with parents and
we will be looking at several

ways of achieving our aim: for
example next year’s Y7 will be
setting up a Parent Council that
will meet twice a term; next term
the Senior Leadership Team will
be available on drop-in basis
every Thursday after school to
answer any queries or concerns
and we will ensure that more
information is sent to parents
electronically on a weekly basis.
Do let me know if there is
anything else you feel we could
do to keep you informed.
I hope that you all have a
peaceful and restful summer.
Spare a thought for those
students (and staff!) waiting for
exam results in August after years
of preparation and anticipation.
Nicki Edwards - Headteacher

Chris Bladon (25 years at The Gryphon, but joined St
Aldhelm’s in 1974), Sue Thomas-Peter (25 years at The
Gryphon, but joined St Aldhelm’s in 1983), Martin Gunn
(25 years at The Gryphon, but joined Foster’s in 1981),
Jan Jackson (20 years), Jim Beatty (17 years), Jem
Shackleford (12 years), Tim Ovenden (10 years), Calum
Gray (8.5 years), Emma Turner (7 years), Hollie Belcher
(5 years), Tanya Pakijavan (4 years), Harry Collis (3
years), Molly Cooper (3 years), Eleanor Booth (2 years),
Sadie George (2 years), Hannah Gibbs, Chris GrantPeterkin, Jacob Dyer, Anne Butler, Anelis Raymond,
Alison Spear, and Mark Chutter.

Staff from the Design department have
been 'Yarn Storming' the quad. They
included knitted and crochet hearts to
commemorate the victims of recent
attacks in London and Manchester.

Safety First
As many people will be aware the County have not been successful in their attempts to recruit a School
Crossing Patrol (SCP) person for the crossing across Bristol Road by Blackberry Lane. We are therefore
working with Sherborne Town Council to lobby Dorset County Council to put in a pedestrian crossing at that
point. The pavement is already lowered at the point where the SCP used to be and so we hope that this will
indicate that sensibly, this is where a crossing should be! The crossing will be of benefit to the whole
community living in this area as well as the students walking to The Gryphon and Sherborne Primary from the
west of the town. If you have a moment over the summer please contact your local county councillor to lend
your support to our request.
Nicki Edwards - Headteacher
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Rock Challenge
On Saturday 29th April, 77 students from
The Gryphon School competed in the
Southern Premier Finals for ‘Rock
Challenge’, an international dance and
drama competition, at the Portsmouth
Guildhall. The competition saw the top 11
Rock Challenge teams from all over the
South of England showcase an 8 minute
performance on their chosen theme. Our
piece was titled ‘Once It’s Gone You Can’t
Get It Back’ which explored the concept of
time and how important it is to live your
life to the fullest instead of wasting it
away. The whole production was led by
Georgina Chidgey and Tom Forrest, two
Year 11 students, who choreographed the
performance, ran rehearsals, created ideas
for costumes as well as chose the
soundtrack. Additionally, our set design
and stage crew were organised by two

Sixth Form students, Gabriel Macey and
Rob Stephenson, who worked tirelessly to
build our impressive, movable and light-up
set. The overall competition was fierce,
with our competitors being experienced
Premier League performance groups
however. However The Gryphon Rock
Challenge team performed exceptionally
well and were awarded 5 individual
Premier Awards for Excellence in:
Entertainment, Soundtrack, Stage Crew,
Video Performance and The Spirit of Rock
Challenge. This was an outstanding
achievement and was clearly our best Rock
Challenge performance to date. It really
proved how hard our students had worked
to produce such a creative performance
and we are so proud of every individual
that took part. Go Gryphon!
Holly Young

Gryphon team excel at Youth Speaks national final!

A chance to experience life
in a different school!
In the first week of May, four students from Years 7 and 8 had the chance to visit Sherborne
Girls and spend a day experiencing life in a girls boarding school. The following week the girls
swapped around and the students from Sherborne Girls School had a chance to experience a
day in the life of The Gryphon.
All of the girls had a great experience and
found it fascinating to step into each other
shoes for the day.

A team of students from The Gryphon
School competed at the National Final of
the Rotary Club’s Youth Speaks
competition, and despite facing incredible
competition, their outstanding
performance garnered them second place
– making them the second best public
speaking team in the UK!
Youth Speaks is an annual competition
which aims to offer young people
experience in speaking on a public
platform, formulating ideas on topical
subjects and discipline in dealing with a
topic in a limited time. Students Callum
Henry, Oskar Maitland and Caroline
Hawkins spoke eloquently on the
Shakespeare inspired topic ‘What’s in a
name?’, and explored the etymology of
language and its impact on society. The
audience found this a highly relatable
topic, and laughed and engaged with the
team throughout the performance.
The Gryphon team battled through four
previous local and regional rounds to reach
the final – an amazing feat in itself, as the
school has been participating for twenty
years and previously only made it as far as
the third round. They were also the only
state school to reach the senior final.
Coached by teachers Sadie George and
Mark Chutter, the students really

concentrated on improving their
performance after each round and learning
from feedback they were given. There was
a real focus on meeting the judging criteria
with natural flair and wit!
Sadie said “It is achievements of this kind
that make teaching one of the best
professions to be in, as you get to see and
work with the extraordinary talent from
young people today. I could not be more
proud of ‘Team Gryphon’ and to be
crowned the second best public speaking
team in the UK is overwhelming”.
Mark commented “This is an outstanding
achievement. The key to public speaking is
engaging with your audience and with your
team, alongside employing humour and at
times subtle irony – congratulations to the
team. They have been a pleasure to
coach!”
The Gryphon School would like to thank
the Rotary Club in Sherborne, especially
Bob Twiggins (President) and Peter
Alexander (Youth Speaks Coordinator) who
came along to various rounds to show their
support. Student Kinga Kowaleska also
deserves special mention as she competed
in the first three rounds of the
competition.

A big area for discussion seemed to be the
difference in the catering! The girls from
Sherborne Girls loved the choice at The
Gryphon and thought it a huge treat to
choose what they wanted to eat. The
Gryphon girls rather enjoyed the more
formal lunch at Sherborne Girls and that the
whole school sat down to eat together.
The students all remarked on the differences
between the school days; one was shorter
but busy and intense, whilst the other was
longer but had bigger breaks between

lessons and a much larger campus to
navigate around.
All the girls remarked on the difference in
uniform and The Gryphon girls were
surprised that at Sherborne Girls all the girls
are expected to have their hair up during the
day. There was a big debate about which
environment they all preferred with
advantages on both sides.
The Gryphon girls really enjoyed their day
but felt that life in a boarding school would
be hard and that they would miss their
parents and home lives too much to swap!
Steve Fox and Sophia Bending

Salters Festival of Chemistry
Four Year 8 students recently spent a day
at Bath University taking part in the annual
Salters’ Chemistry Festival. The students,
Aashna Dwyer, Lucy Jones, Konrad
Maitland and Laurence Victors spent time
in the chemistry labs where they were set
a number of practical challenges. The
team, who were competing against ten
other schools from across the South-West,
performed brilliantly, coming away with
second prize, winning a valuable set of
Molymod for the school!
The morning was spent on a forensic
science task where they had to perform a
number of chemical tests and use some
cryptic clues to identify the suspect of a
crime. In the afternoon the team took part

in a Doctor Who-themed challenge. They
were racing against time to develop a
highly precise cooling agent, again using
all their practical scientific skills and
knowledge. Alongside their scientific
ability the students were also judged on
safe working practice and teamwork. The
students represented the School
fantastically, showing real talent and
enthusiasm as budding scientists.
All four students thoroughly enjoyed the
day and gained valuable experience
working in a university laboratory. The
visit was finished off with a fun ‘pops and
bangs’ lecture delivered by one of the
University’s chemistry lecturers which was
an explosion of colour and light!
Quiz answers - A5, B6, C7, D2, E1, F8, G3, H4
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India Trip 2017
On a sunny April day, twenty three
students and six staff left The Gryphon
with a mixture of trepidation and
excitement for our trip to India. After
flying through the night we arrived in
Delhi.
We explored Delhi in rickshaws – which
proved both exhilarating and terrifying!
Other sites included Jama Masjid the
largest Mosque in Delhi, the Baha’i Lotus
Temple, and the Bangla Sahib Gurdwara
where we helped make chapattis for the
langar meal which feeds 20,000 people
for free daily.
In Jaipur we visited the Amber Fort,
reaching it by elephant; this was the
highlight of the trip for many of the
students. We took in the City Palace,
where the current Maharajah (who goes
to Millfield School) was in residence and
watched artisans painting miniatures. The
next day saw another mode of transport –
camels! Following this we watched a
Bollywood movie, managing to just about
keep up with the storyline.
Making our way to Agra via Fatehpur Sikri
was a bit of a rest from the heat – by this
point into the early 40s! The next
morning we arrived at the Taj Mahal for
sunrise – a beautiful monument both in
architecturally and sentimental terms;
built by Shaha Jahan as a memorial for his
wife. After dinner in a Pizza Hut with
Bollywood dancing waiters, we
apprehensively boarded our overnight
train to Varanasi. Despite the rather
interesting facilities the train journey was
great fun, and a good chance for students
and staff to chat and to see plenty of rural
India from the windows.
Our time in Varanasi began with a visit to
Sarnath where Buddha gave his first
sermon. That evening we went down to
the River Ganges to watch the Aarti
ceremony. This was a great opportunity
for us to see Hindu worship, and get a real
sense of the importance of this great
river. This was further demonstrated the
next morning when we went out onto the
Ganges at sunrise. We saw the many
functions of the river – washing, exercise,
prayer and funeral ground. We lit candles
and sent them into the river with prayers
and wishes.
On our return Delhi felt much less manic
than it had seemed at first! For our final
day we went to the Asha Project, a charity

that works to improve the health and
educational outcomes of people living in
the slums. Our students spoke to them
about farming, school and aspirations for
the future. A tour of the slums left us all
with a sense of gratitude for the
opportunities we have available to us
here and many of us hope to foster more
links with this project for the future. We
spent our final evening at a live
Bollywood show which was a spectacular
way to finish!
We all left India with so many great
memories and experiences, from the
grandeur of the architecture and the very
modern Delhi, to the shock of some of the
poverty we saw and the disregard for any
road rules. The students were all superb,
taking every opportunity available with
enthusiasm, and absorbing everything
India has to offer.

Bristol Zoo
On the 29th March, my Geography class
8P went on a school trip to Bristol Zoo
to learn about eco-systems. We looked
at many different types of animals like
flamingos, lions and penguins. The trip
was really great and I found it very
interesting but very fun at the same
time. We arrived at the zoo and I
couldn’t wait to get exploring. I decided
to make my way to the lion enclosure
and see what sort of information I could
learn from them. I found out that Bristol
Zoo is home to two Asiatic lion brothers;
Kamran and Ketan, who were both born
on November 9th 2012. The young
Asiatic lions are very playful and can
often be seen fighting with one another.
Later on, I decided to pay a quick visit to
the gibbons and take a look at what sort
of information I would find. I found out
that Agile Gibbons are light and mobile
arboreal (tree-dwelling) apes, with
slender bodies, long arms and no tail.
Finally, it was time to go to our
afternoon talk about the kinds of
animals that they had at the zoo. I learnt
what sort of different threats there are
to the Antarctic, the Desert and Bristol.
Pollution is a threat to Bristol, no water
is a threat to the desert and in the
Arctic, the temperature changes and
falls at different times so it is hard to
live and be sustainable.
Amy - Year 8

Year 8 Trip to France – June 2017
This year’s trip to France was a thoroughly
enjoyable and exciting visit! For the entire
duration of the trip our students proved
themselves to be excellent ambassadors for
the School. Their behaviour was exemplary
and they all took every opportunity to learn
and to practise their French language skills.
We even received compliments on our
students’ behaviour and manners from other
teachers at our accommodation centre! The
staff on the trip would like to thank the
students for being such excellent company
and for making the most of their time in
France. Here are some of the trip highlights
from students...

The Town Trail that we did on Saturday
afternoon was a fun activity. It involved us
using instructions in French to make it
harder and educational, and walking around
the town. We used the instructions to go
from one place to another, answering
questions along the way. It was difficult but
nevertheless, it was a fun activity and it was
a creative way to look at France's
prepossessing scenery. (Alex Beard)
On the Saturday afternoon, whilst we were in
the town, we went to a boulangerie. It was
amazing to see how a real bakery was run.
When we were there we had to chance to
make our own croissants! (Daisy Parker)

We visited the market on Saturday morning
in Fougères. It was amazing, there were lots
of people there and I had so much fun. The
fruit was amazing as well as the crêpes and
the smells from the market were divine. The
weather was beautiful and after the market,
we ate lunch beneath the historic castle.
(Sophie Broom)

Medical Careers
Students from The Gryphon School got a close
look at a variety of medical careers by interacting
with doctors during the first ever career event
held at the British Medical Association’s Annual
Conference at the BIC on 23rd June 2017. A
range of doctors covering several medical career
paths ranging from GP to Hospital Doctor took
time out from their conference to make
themselves available at the event held in the BIC,
to talk to students and answer students’
questions about their careers. Kamil Lauko, one
of our students who attended said “I found the
session very valuable because I was able to
understand more about how to get into the
medical course and what it is like being a doctor.
I enjoyed meeting Professor Pali Hungin and
other doctors and medical students. This session
with the BMA has underpinned my determination
to become a doctor. Although I found talking to
the junior doctors very valuable, I also enjoyed
talking to doctors who specialised in Emergency
Medicine and General Practice”.

Geography - Chesil Beach
On the 10th May the Year 10
Geographers travelled to Chesil
Beach to carry out an investigation of
coastal processes though landscape
evidence. During this fieldwork they
studied Chesil Beach and collected
information to identify the
characteristics of the gradient and
sediment at four different sites along
the bar. They took measurements of
pebble sizes and used the ranging
poles and clinometers to measure
the gradient of the beaches.
The weather was gorgeous and all
groups got to enjoy an ice cream or
plate of chips whilst the staff had a
break with a coffee at the Visitors
Centre before travelling back to
school. Mrs Dutton was particularly
pleased that no equipment was lost!

Volcano
eruption. Across all the teaching groups
that participated, we had a very large array
of designs with some fantastic and very
different eruptions.
Each teaching group voted for their top 3
and a wild card entry based on style,
eruption and creativity which were put
through to the Year final. The teachers
spent a long time deliberating the shortlist
(of 50 entries – not so short after all) based
on the same judging criteria to decide the
overall winner for the competition.

During May, Year 9 students were asked to
produce working models of volcanoes.
These models were to be realistic in style,
with fully functioning lava whilst trying to
make the largest eruption possible.
Students researched volcanoes and chose
one on which to base their design. During
the first few weeks after Easter, we tested
the volcanoes. Pupils introduced their
design followed by a demonstration of its

1st Place:
Megan Waller & Katherine Giddings
2nd Place:
Claire Symms & Evie Riddick
3rd Place:
Zoe Smith, Lily Pape, Isabella Santos
A huge well done to all students who took
part in the competition. Some excellent
models were produced which made for a
very close competition.

The programme is supported by a
dedicated team of staff, volunteers and
parents who regularly give up their
evenings and weekends to ensure
everyone has a good experience and
passes their Award.
The team have been busy fundraising to
pay for the new trailer, store and
equipment. We would like to thank

After training since September, twenty four students took part in the gruelling Ten Tors
Challenge on Dartmoor over a weekend in May. Organised by the Army, Ten Tors sees students
hike across the rough terrain of Dartmoor, visiting ten nominated tors/checkpoints in under
two days. This year saw The Gryphon enter four separate teams due to its popularity – the two
Year 10 teams faced a 35 mile challenge, Year 11 completed 45 miles, and the Sixth Form team
completed a gruelling 55 mile hike – the equivalent of walking from Sherborne to Torquay!
The teams had to be self-sufficient, carrying
all that they needed to complete their route
and stay out overnight safely. The four teams
all managed to complete the course within
the time, and without injury. Four other
students also took part in the challenge as
part of a team with Sherborne Air Corps. This
is the first time the school has entered the
45 mile course, and that a Gryphon team has
completed the 55 mile course.
Mr Cooke said “This is such an incredible
achievement for all of the students involved
– they have been training every week since
September, giving up weekends to complete
their practice walks, and their dedication
and perseverance has really paid off. Ten
Tors develops skills such as teamwork,
problem solving and leadership as well as
building self-confidence, and these skills
will stay with the students for life.”
The Gryphon School would like to thank The
John Thornton Young Achiever’s Foundation,
the Rotary Club of Sherborne, Blackmore

DofE
In September 2017 we enrolled nearly 150
students on the Duke of Edinburgh’s Award
Scheme at Bronze (nearly 100 students
from Years 9 & 10), Silver and our first full
group on the Gold Award. These students
have been training, volunteering, exerting
themselves at a sport and learning new
skills – waiting for the expeditions so they
could put their training to use navigating
across unknown locations. All of this takes
them outside of their comfort zone, helps
them learn more about themselves and
makes them more attractive to future
employers.

Gryphon students complete
epic Ten Tors Challenge

everyone who supported cakes stalls or
who packed bags. In particular we would
like to thank Waitrose, Sherborne Rotary,
Sherborne Castle Country Fair, Blackmore
Vale Lions Club and the National Lottery
who have helped us raise over £10,000.
The new store should be ready by
September so more on that then!

Vale Lions Club and Yeovil Lions Club for
their sponsorship and support of the
scheme.

The students who completed the Ten Tors
Challenge are:
YEAR 10:
Team A: Alfie Neville-Jones, Fraser Cooke,
Alan Flechon, Ali Macey, Fred Stone and
Dan Preston completed 35 miles.
Team B: Henry Slocombe, Gen Cooke,
Hannah Syms, Kieran Neller, Josh Tregale
and Dan Victors completed 35 miles.
YEAR 11:
Ben Gear, Caspar Barker, Josh Attwood,
Kieran Bennett, Joel Clark and Phoebe
Redman completed 45 miles.
SIXTH FORM:
Jonny Ellis, Tom Blake, Matt Dey, Will
Pullen, Harry Russell and Mat CallardWeller completed the 55 mile course.

Business & Enterprise Day
Our annual Business & Enterprise Day proved
a resounding success again this year, with
students taking part in a wide range of
activities. Year 7 took part in a ‘Dragon’s Den’
style activity, facilitated by CragRats, which
saw them designing products and pitching
them at the end of the day to a judging
panel. Year 8 participated in a new venture
called “Talk the Talk” which helped them
develop communication skills such as public
speaking and listening, and aimed to boost
their confidence through a fun set of
exercises.
Year 9 students enjoyed a range of projects
both in and outside of school. One group in
textiles made some dresses from pillowcases
as part of the Little Dresses for Africa
initiative, some took part in a First Aid
training course, and others headed into
Sherborne to photograph key locations to
support the local Tourist Information Centre.
We also had students taking part in
gardening activities to support Sherborne in
Bloom, and also at Stourhead Gardens.

Mr Fenton-Wilkinson led a group of students
in painting a bus stop in Milborne Port, and
despite the rain they had a great time, and
the bus stop looks fantastic! Mrs Elsworth
organised a team of students to provide
catering for the day to our guests on site and
they received excellent feedback.
Year 10 students took part in the National
Enterprise Challenge, and spent the day
workshopping ideas for an app for Ryman the
stationers. The teams were judged at the end
of the day and the winning team is heading
to Telford to compete at the final – we wish
them lots of luck!
Hayley Andrews

Alumni
Alumni
Alumni
Alumni
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Alumni

NEWS FROM
LITTLE GRYPHONS
A massive thank you to all our parents and staff who have been busy collecting Sainsbury
vouchers for the nursery. We have collected a total of 2,576 vouchers and this has enabled us
to purchase new equipment for the nursery. Our Little Gryphons had a wonderful time
exploring the local community sensory bus which we were able to keep for a week. We are
saying goodbye to all our school leavers this summer some of whom have been with us since
they started as babies. Twenty three children in total are going to seven primary schools in
September and we wish them every success as they start a new chapter in their lives.

Music

Mental Health for Children and
Young People Conference

On 6th April students from eight local
Primary Schools performed a concert
version of the musical “Bugsy Malone” for
this year's Sherborne Schools Music
Association singing strategy ‘Music
Showcase’, ably accompanied by senior
members from our own Big Band. The day
was run by Alistair Dean from the Dean
Academy, with rehearsals throughout the
day in preparation for the 4.00pm concert.
Our thanks go to the Dorset Music Service
for their financial support of this venture
and to all the Primary Music Coordinators for
their assistance, amazing support and
enthusiasm over the Spring Term for
providing quality time for the students to
prepare for this event. The Quarr Hall was
full to the brim with parents and was a
wonderful showcase of the quality of
singing in our area.

Nationally, we are facing an increase in
mental illness and mental health
difficulties in children and young people.
During the recent election, the news was
full of statistics concerning our children
and young people, almost a quarter a
million of whom are being treated for
problems such as anxiety, depression and
eating disorders. Unfortunately, this
worrying pattern is reflected in what we
are seeing in the Sherborne area. Local
schools and services are struggling to
meet the needs of children and young
people of all ages, and to support their
families.

14th September 2017 9.30am – 12.30pm

We still have a Big Band trip to Poole
Lighthouse on 6th July to perform in the
Schools’ Orchestra Extravaganza, and our
Summer Soirée concert on 13th July before
this school year is complete. Thank you to
all who have supported our students and the
Department over the course of yet another
very busy musical year!
Val Mizen – Head of Music

Lego Club

On 31st April The Gryphon Choirs
performed for the third year running at the
prestigious Sherborne Abbey Music Festival
in a free-to-attend combined performance
with the professional Bournemouth
Sinfonietta Choir under the Direction of
David Gostick singing “Vive la Vélorution”
by Alexander L'Estrange – a work celebrating
the joys of cycling and the Tour de France!
The massed Choirs were accompanied by a
professional jazz quintet. The Gryphon girls
ably held their own against the massed
strength of the Bournemouth Sinfonietta!
The extremely supportive audience
particularly enjoyed the arrangement of
“Daisy, Daisy”. We are extremely grateful to
the Abbey Festival Committee for their kind
invitation to perform once again.

In the light of this, we would like to invite
you to join us at a conference at The
Gryphon School on 14th September
2017 between 9.30am and 12.30pm. We
will explore what we, as a community,
feel the needs and issues to be, identify
what we are already doing and discuss
how we can work together more
effectively and productively. We would
especially welcome your view as a parent
or carer. If you would like to book a free
place, please email
sarah.carroll@gryphon.dorset.sch.uk or
phone the SEND office (01935 810139)
by Friday 14th July 2017.
The Lego Club has
been taking a break
from building a model
of Sherborne Abbey
or other Lego related
projects this term,
thanks to a grant from
Sherborne Rotary
Club. The grant was
used to design and
purchase the Lego
bricks for a large
mosaic. Although it is
taking the team a
while to get this far,
we hope you can
guess what it is? More
in the next issue…

David Jackson
Leaving The Gryphon School in 2005 with a selection of A levels under one arm and
his trusty, signature guitar under the other, David Jackson headed to Bath Spa
University where he subsequently achieved his degree in Commercial Music.
After a year of touring the UK and realising that he needed a ‘plan B’, he was
successful in securing an internship as a writer with a Bristol-based magazine. Here
he learnt many new skills, some through the company and many self-taught and met
new people within the industry. Little did he know that his next job as a full-time
video editor with Future Publishing in Bath, working on their games portfolio and
trialling their new project with Sony called ‘Playstation Access’ would eventually lead
him, via his job as a producer with the Yogscast, to set up his own company with
fellow directors, Nathan and Rob. We Are Reach was born on 1 April 2017 in central
Bath, as the creative agency behind the UK’s official PlayStation channel and on 8
June they won the category of ‘New Creative Business’ as part of Creative Bath’s new
Creative Bath Awards.
Of We Are Reach, Creative Bath stated that ‘They create the perfect fusion of what
audiences want to see and the messages that their brands want to put out. This
company has exceptional growth and prospects powered by an abundance of
enthusiasm’. Currently in LA, David said ‘The Gryphon School gave me opportunities
and experiences I simply don’t believe I would have had access to at any other school.
I am forever grateful’.

Kitt Thomas-Peter
After leaving the Gryphon 6th form in 2010, having completed 3 A
Levels, I attended St Mark and St John University in Plymouth to
study Sport Science. Following a fantastic 3 years of university, I
graduated and returned to The Gryphon School as a Teaching
Assistant for a year before leaving for Canada, where I lived for 6
months in Toronto. During this time, I worked as a crew member on
a harbour tours and dinner cruise ship on Lake Ontario. After
returning to the UK in late 2014 I began working for a company
called Deltic, working as a Senior Sales Executive.
In 2015, I applied to join the RAF as a Logistic Officer. Following a rigorous selection
process, including interviews, exams and leadership exercises I was invited to begin
Initial Officer Training in January 2016. Military training is designed to break you
down and build you back up, that is exactly what it did. The skills I learned during this
time were things I never thought I would do, I learned how to take apart a rifle, how to
survive in the field, how to lead men and women and how to dust every inch of my
room for inspection! Six months later, having been through some gruelling training, I
graduated as an Officer along with 120 others. This is undoubtedly my proudest day
because of the immense amount of hard work it took to reach that point.
I am now in my first post as Officer Commanding Mechanical Transport and Mobility
at RAF Marham where I command a flight of 108 airmen and airwomen, some of
whom are straight out of school, and some who have been in the RAF longer than I
have been alive. This involves numerous challenges such as dealing with welfare
issues, attending high level meetings with senior officers and writing reports for the
108 personnel in my flight. There are also a huge number of positives and amazing
opportunities involved with my job including paid trips away skiing and parachuting,
amazing social events such as the annual Summer Ball and getting to work with the
most advanced technology and machines in the world.

FORMER STUDENTS ARE ALSO WELCOME TO JOIN OUR NEW ALUMNI GROUP ON LINKEDIN - SEARCH FOR ‘THE GRYPHON SCHOOL ALUMNI’

Alumni

Caroline Hawkins
Caroline Hawkins in Year 12 has gained a
place on the prestigious German Pupil
Courses run by UK-German Connection, a
bilateral government initiative for school and
youth links. To win this place, Caroline had to
submit a piece of school work that had been
marked by her German teachers and fill out a
detailed form, convincing the judges that she
would be an ideal candidate for the course.
During the summer holidays, Caroline will
travel to the historic city of Weimar and she
will take part in the course along with 11
other young people from the UK. She will live
with a German host family for two weeks,
have lessons in school and go on organised
excursions.
As all participants are expected to undertake
primary school ambassadorial activities, she
has linked up with Milborne Port Primary
School and will find out from the pupils there
what they would like to know about Germany.
During her stay in Weimar, she will be
researching the topics the pupils would like
to have more information about and, on her
return, will deliver a session on her findings.
We are all very excited for her and wish her
all the very best.
Sarah Slade - Teacher of MFL

Sixth Form
National

Apprenticeship Show
On Wednesday 5th May we took Sixth Form students to
the National Apprenticeship Show in Exeter. It was the first
time this event has visited the South West and reflects the
increasing interest in apprenticeships especially at degree
level.
Students could visit a range of stands ranging from
Hinckley Point and the Hydrographic Office at Taunton, to
boutique hotels, major supermarkets and international
finance and accountancy companies. A range of talks
covered many areas of interest and it was a busy and
successful event. Our very own Sixth Form Employer and
Degree Apprenticeship event on Wednesday 24th Oct
2018 will raise awareness of the new opportunities now
available even further.
Steve Martin - Careers Advice & Guidance Manager

Emma Dawson
Emma Dawson entered Peterhouse’s Kelvin Science Essay Prize competition earlier this year with her
essay entitled “If I asked you to clone a mammoth, would “when?” or “why?” be the right response?”. Out
of 250 entries, Emma’s essay was one of the 22 that was ‘Commended’. This is a fantastic achievement as
the standard of entrants was very high.
Emma said “I discussed de-extinction- the scientific aspects such as how we would in theory resurrect
extinct species such as mammoths, as well as the ethical implications and whether or not we should. It
was really interesting to research a topic I previously didn't know much about”.
Emma also entered a science writing competition run by The Triple Helix (Cambridge). There was a choice
of topics and she wrote about interdisciplinary research, specifically astrobiology, discussing the
possibility of life on other planets and the research currently taking place in this field. Emma did
brilliantly and came 3rd in her category.

The Sixth Form enjoyed a fantastic, fun-filled day as the
new entrants for 2017 joined us for their induction at the
end of June. The day was packed full of information,
opportunities to meet new people and, with a vibrant
atmosphere, the beginnings of new friendships.
The Year 12 volunteers worked incredibly hard to ensure the day ran
smoothly, as the groups moved between various activities and workshops
designed to help them on their transition into the Sixth Form.
Having enjoyed the offerings of the new Sixth Form Dining Pod and
induction barbecue, the groups had personalised time with their tutors in
order to get to know and form the start of their professional partnership
looking towards a successful future.
The students were also given a chance to meet with subject leaders to
answer any specific questions relating to courses, alongside the Careers
Team, Enhancement programmes and Oxbridge tuition.
Needless to say we are all very excited to welcome our new cohort in
September!

Quiz

Match the member of staff to their unusual hobby…

a) Mr Evans

b) Dr Otto

c) Mrs Brighouse

d) Mr Miles

e) Mr Fox

Hobbies:

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)

Deep sea diver
Plays accordion in a Bavarian oom-pah style band
Airsoft competitor
Competitive angler who has also published
books on the sport
Makes vintage cake stands
Rock climber
Collects and decorates period dollhouses
Beekeeper

f) Mrs Rumary

g) Mr White

h) Mr Fareham
For answers please turn to page 3

Sport

8.

COUNTY NETBALL

We had two Gryphon
girls who were
accepted into the
England Netball talent
pathway this year.
Isobel Walters has had
a fantastic season in
netball, firstly working
hard within the
Somerset Satellite
Netball group,
perfecting the basic
skills, as well as improving her strength
and conditioning for both on and off the
court. This success also gave Isobel the
chance to represent Yeovil Netball Club
in their senior team Aldon, playing
regular games on Saturdays, finishing a
successful season 6th in the league.
Katie Giles has made fantastic progress
this year on the netball court. She has
represented Yeovil Netball Club in a
number of teams, with a highlight being
her selection at the end of the season to
play for their second team in the
premier division. One of the biggest
highlights of Katie’s netball year was
putting her County netball skills to good
use in the Somerset Cup final, being an
integral member of the team taking the
win over their fellow Yeovil Netball Club
side.

Our extremely talented athletes have been in action in various settings over recent weeks.
They took on the best in North Dorset at trials, with qualifying for the Dorset trials a goal.
Each of our competitors gave their all and several exceptional performances allowed
progress into the Dorset trials, from Emily Wilson-White (200m), Amy Northam (1500m),
Hollie Paine (300m, Hurdles), Vince Mason (200m), Douglas Mckinnon (Long Jump), Alan
Flechon (800m) and Jonny Ellis (Steeplechase).
hurdles, which has now gained her
selection for the Dorset Squad for the 2017
English Schools Championships; an
incredible achievement. We wish her the
best of luck with this, and have huge
admiration for all of those involved within
our athletics squad.

Tennis

This year we entered the Aegon Team
Tennis Schools tournament, a chance for
several of our outstanding tennis
players to showcase their skills.
Involved within our Year 7 and 8 team
have been Douglas Mckinnon, Henry
Spencer, Tim Lock, Joe Bond, Dan Brooks,
Lewis O’Grady, Oliver Daniels, and Jack
Braddon. Two schools with a very strong
tennis contingent (Wey Valley and
Allenbourne) have been taken on so far,
with defeats suffered in each. However,
each of the boys has shown quality and
drive in each of these fixtures, which is
great to see. Our Year 9 and 10 team of
Angus Buckland, Alex Thomas, Harry
Yeatman, Rhys Sparks, with support from
Jack Royle, Archie Edwards, Will Oswald,
Oskar Maitland and Oliver Hill, have
performed fantastically well. A good win
against Milton Abbey School was
followed by a tight match against
Thomas Hardye that included a tie
breaker decider with scores level,
finishing with an agonising loss. With
more fixtures to come, hopes are high
that we can finish in the group strongly.

The 2016/17 Cricket season for Years 7 and 8 has
brought together a great set of committed boys
who turned up every week and developed their
skills of batting, bowling and fielding. A lot of these
players had never been involved in a full cricket
match and it was great to see them putting their
newly acquired skills into practice. The stand out
player was Douglas McKinnon, who showed
composure and focus when performing as wicket
keeper as well as a cool head when opening the
batting.

Cricket Years 9 and 10

The Gryphon recently hosted Blandford in Years 9
and 10. Slightly out of sorts with the bat Gryphon
set Blandford a target of 62 to win after Ed Broom
scored an impressive 16 off the last 10 balls. Earlier
in the innings Matt Drayton managed to steady the
ship after a rash of stumpings saw Blandford steal
the initiative. Sharper on the singles than Gryphon,
Blandford chipped away at their target and with 17
balls to spare, victory was comfortable in the end.

Athletics
From here Hollie Paine and Alan Flechon
once again displayed outstanding physical
feats to be named in the Dorset athletics
squad, and competed at the South West
athletics championships in Exeter. Both
performed admirably, with Hollie smashing
her PB by over a second in the 300m

Cricket Years 7 and 8

Primary induction day
Year 6 pupils from our local primary schools were invited to attend a 2 hour sporting
session here at The Gryphon School, with the principal aims being for them to experience
our range of facilities and to be introduced to our PE department members, while taking
part in several enjoyable activities. The pupils did not disappoint; their energy and
enthusiasm (and competitiveness!) was fantastic to see, and bodes well for PE lessons and
sporting fixtures from September onwards.

Rounders

In their first Gryphon rounders season, more than
twenty Year 7 girls have represented the School
and with three wins and just one loss in the league,
they are hoping to be in the finals next week.
Many new players have also joined the Year 8
squad this year, all helping to strengthen the team’s
performance. They too, have had a great season
winning three of their five matches. Once again, the
Year 9 team have had a memorable year, remaining
undefeated after convincing wins against some
strong opposition from schools including King
Arthurs, Park, Huish and Bucklers Mead. The Year
10’s have always been incredibly successful and
once again, with a big squad they have all managed
to play in competitive matches and beat Preston
and Holyrood. With the final game against
Stanchester still to play, we are hoping for a big
win to finish the year.
All the girls deserve praise for their participation
and commitment to both practices and matches and
for representing themselves and the school in such
a positive way. Special mention should go to Katie
Honeywell (Yr7), Libby Peet (Yr7), Elizabeth Oswald
(Yr7), Sophie Garcia (Yr8), Charlotte Walker (Yr8),
Paris Grassi (Yr8), Abbie Foote (Yr9), Gemma Alford
(Yr9), Jodie Genes (Yr9), Megan Waller (Yr9),
Hannah Symms (Yr10), Hannah Roberts (Yr10),
Nelle Curtis (Yr10) and Sarah Maunsell (Yr10) for
their superb decision-making both in the field and
when batting.
We have our fingers crossed as all teams wait for
confirmation as to whether they will qualify for
their finals – good luck girls!

Sports Leaders
The Gryphon Sports Leaders Programme had a complete shake up this year, with a new
application process and new online section of the course. With 25 strong candidates
applying, we had a great basis for our Sports Leaders journey this year. The group have
been enthusiastic and committed to their leadership, attending two weekly sessions
made up of the theory of leadership and practising their skills.
In March, all leaders planned and ran a sports session to other Gryphon students, and
ran a tournament in their chosen sport, demonstrating their communication and
organisational skills. All leaders were fantastic on this day, and were keen for more
opportunities to lead. Our local primary schools have also really relished the
opportunity to work with our sports leaders, and have recruited them for a variety of
events, including Basketball, Football, Netball, Cricket and Rounders. The leaders are in
their final stages of completing their paperwork and submitting their evidence to gain
their Level 1 qualification – we wish them good luck with this.
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Golf

Several of our students have made
the most of a generous offer from
Sherborne Golf Club of free weekly coaching with a
golf professional, aimed at generating and
maintaining interest within the sport, as well as
developing skills in a fun setting. Students have
been treated to time on the practise ground
working on several facets of the game, as well as
being able to put these into action on the course
itself. It is clear that enjoyment has been a key
feature, which is facilitating development of skills
and tactics within the sport.

